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Transform the quality of your digital photographs with the latest Adobe Photoshop Elements software and the expert knowledge of award-winning photographer and author Mikkel Aaland.
Improved RAW support and an AI tool that automatically finds faces are just a few of the exciting new Elements 4 features in this streamlined book for today's digital photographers. Aaland not only explains the secrets to producing dazzling pictures, he shows you with stunning full-color photographs of his own and other top pros, downloadable for your practice. Find what you need fast in this edition's new tighter organization.      

The leading names in Photoshop Elements learning, Mikkel Aaland and Photoshop Elements 4 Solutions will teach you to see an image not for what it is, but what it can become.      

	Zoom and pan for more compelling slide shows
	Separate foreground from background with the new Magic Extractor
	Adjust skin tone for a beautiful natural look even in harsh lighting
	Integrate more smoothly with Adobe® Premiere® Elements
	Enjoy new RAW support for Adobe DNG files
	Make spectacular panoramics with Photomerge®
	Create composites seamlessly with new Defringe tool
	Get organized with new Creation templates and easier downloading
	Color it professional with advanced color control


Download dozens of photographs and useful practice files at www.wiley.com/go/elementssolutions     

       About the Author
   

Mikkel Aaland is an award-winning photographer and author of ten books, including Shooting Digital. His photography has been published in Wired, Newsweek, and several European periodicals. His work has been exhibited in major institutions around the world, including the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris and the former Lenin Museum in Prague.       
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Fedora Bible 2010 Edition: Featuring Fedora Linux 12John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The perfect companion for mastering the latest version of Fedora


	As a free, open source Linux operating system sponsored by Red Hat, Fedora can either be a stepping stone to Enterprise or used as a viable operating system for those looking for frequent updates. Written by veteran authors of perennial bestsellers, this book...
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Adobe Creative Suite 5 Design Premium All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The perennial Adobe Creative Suite bestseller—fully updated for the latest version


	Featuring eight books in one, this All-in-One For Dummies guide covers the key features and tools that you need to know in order to understand how to use each individual program within the Adobe Creative Suite—InDesign,...
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Quantum Cryptography and Secret-Key DistillationCambridge University Press, 2006


	This book aims at giving an introduction to the principles and techniques

	of quantum cryptography, including secret-key distillation, as well as some

	more advanced topics. As quantum cryptography is now becoming a practical

	reality with products available commercially, it is important to focus not

	only on the theory of quantum...
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Fibrogenesis: Cellular and Molecular Basis (Medical Intelligence Unit)Springer, 2005


	This book is written to provide in-depth and current information on the

	molecular basis of fibrotic diseases in various tissues and organs. Why do we need a

	new book on fibrosis? Several currently available books on fibrosis are mostly

	devoted to specific tissue or organ systems; in contrast, this book is especially

	designed to...
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Standard for VHDL Register Transfer Level (Rtl) SynthesisInstitution Electrical Engineers, 2000

	[This introduction is not part of IEEE Std 1076.6-1999, IEEE Standard for VHDL Register Transfer Level (RTL) Synthesis.]


	This standard describes a syntax and semantics for VHDL RTL synthesis. It defines the subset of IEEE Std 1076-1993 (VHDL) that is suitable for RTL synthesis as well as the semantics of that subset for the...
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Retro Game Programming: Unleashed for the Masses (Premier Press Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2005

	Twenty-one years ago, I read a book that changed my life. Today I hope to write a book
	that will change yours. This is not a self-help book or some form of new philosophy. This
	book is the gateway to the inner sanctums of game programming, past and present. Bold
	words, I know, but I believe in this book with my whole heart. To someone...
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